Augusta Raurica and Vindonissa cingulum plates and buckles.

After our participation in Augusta Raurica event 2016, I am inspired to recreate some
archaeological finds that are related to this Roman Lime.
This buckle is specific and is rarely found in finds. This is the only picture that I found
published.But the image gives a good idea of the object form. I have complied with the
dimensions I found in a scientific publication from book Ad Arma written by Eckhard
Deschler-Erb.
Located on exposure in Römermuseum Augst.

My brass model and my creative wax work.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Vindonissa Museum cingulum plate and buckle.
I have tried to deal with this task in the best way as much as possible.This is the only
picture that I found published on the specialized internet sites,together with my finished
brass model.But the image gives a fairly good idea of the objects.

The original together with my wax work.
The plate is very simple but it is typical for the early first quarter of 1 st century AD.
Like the buckle is not anything unusual. But they are very charming in their own way.

This reconstruction here shows exactly this belt model. The figure shows the
legionnaire from early August period.
This reconstruction here shows exactly this belt model. The figure shows the
legionnaire from early August period.

I assemble 2 belts with buckles and applications suitable for the beginning of the 1 st century
A.D. This model of ordinary plates is common for the Roman Lime.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Similar aprons with eight thin strips, with small ones apron studs can be seen in the
frescoes. Annaius Daverzus in museum Römerhalle in Bad Kreuznach. Gravestone of Annaius
Daverzus, soldier in cohors IIII Delmatarum, discovered during the construction of Bingen
(Rhein) Hauptbahnhof in 1860, nowadays in museum Römerhalle.

Similar aprons with eight thin strips, with small ones apron studs can be seen in the
frescoes. Funerary stele of the legionnaire Caius Largennius, 2nd Legion Augusta, found in
Strasbourg - early 1st century AD. C(aius) Largennius/ C(ai filius) Fab(ia) Luc(a) mil(es)/
leg(ionis) II ) (centuria).
During assembling of the plates to one of the belt, I used rivets with flat heads. These are,
in general, a common model of rivets in antiquity.

